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About This Game

I woke up confused.
Why did they bring me here?

Why did they put a crystal necklace on me?

As she wakes up, Luna has no idea where she is. She is alone... or is she? Help her discover this strange world, survive the many
challenges that await her, work out the secret of the Crystalline Expanse and ultimately escape.

Luna Sky delivers a story you will never forget and a game you won’t be able to put down.
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Features:

5 unique worlds. 4 of these levels are dedicated to a special skill you pick up along the way

Full controller support

Fully voiced cut-scenes

Super tight physics-based platform game with much room to improve your skill

Multiple upgrades

Fantastic soundtrack with 5 different composers, giving each level a special feeling

Loads of fun extras to enjoy

Please Note
This is a game of exploration. There are no tutorials.

How the game progresses
The game starts with Luna being rather weak.

As the game progresses, she gets upgrades to her existing abilities - for instance - running and jumping powers on the first level.
On the second level, she gains a double jump ability which can be used to gain speed, halting mid-air or overcoming obstacles.

Each skill you unlock can also be used to play previous levels and maybe access new areas within levels!
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Don't forget
It is helpful to read the Hints on each level. They are accessed through the pause menu - press ESC on keyboard or the start

button on your gamepad.
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Title: Luna Sky
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vovoid Media Technologies AB
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows Vista or better

Processor: Quad Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compatible graphics card, Intel HD 4000 or better

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Just collect for the badge :). PLEASE HELP!!!
I can't play game because buttom new game and continue is locked :(((((. Since its free you could actually try it, it's not reeaally
bad. But I don't recommend it because it has very little content, awful controls (after half an hour playing my hand hurts), a
stupid camera and not really good gameplay. Also the screen has scrollbars on the right and left (wtf?) which I can use to move
the game slightly to the right or down. Kinda buggy, like its running in a browser window or something.
And when you touch an enemy the game is over and you gotta restart. And one type of enemy is also kinda strange because I
can't shoot it anymore and then I have no way to dodge it.
And the achievements are stupid because you unlock all of them automatically when playing the game since theyre really basic
and easy.

Positive: The music is kinda good and the graphics are neat. The game runs smoothly although there is not much reason why it
shouldnt run smoothly, it looks pretty simple and feels pretty static.

All in all not recommended but since it's free and it looks like there are updates coming you could still give it a try. The route is
a typical American Freight route through a deserted scenery. At first this seems a bit dull, but when you play every tree, every
rock, every house has significance. There is a lot of rolling stock included witht e the route and a fair number of scenarios are
available, especiaaly if you take care to complete your UP rolling stock collection. Some scenarios use the extended weather
patterns with lightning, thunder and heavy rain. If you like shuning, there are some large yards.. Not too bad, at least on lower
levels, (haven't got very far yet)!

Don't forget to press b, so you know where to place the towers!. BUAT BANTU YANG BUAT GAME
AHHAHAHAHAHAHA. This is more of a tech demo than an actual game. You wander around 3 levels of increasingly
unfinished assets. Invisible shadow men, tons of invisible walls and a red key that CANNOT BE FOUND! That's right, I
couldn't even finish the game, because on the third level I had to look for a red key, THERE WAS NO RED KEY, TRUST ME
I LOOKED HARD!

Also, no piano in the game besides the intro screen. False advertising if you ask me.

STAY AWAY, DO NOT PURCHASE! A completely unfinished product.

(hint: using the summersault button to move everywhere makes the game slightly more fun). I really loved this game and cannot
wait for the next installment. The interface is easy to navigate, the voice acting is amazing, graphics are perfect for the
atmosphere and the story is captivating! There is one part in particular that really jolted me but the entire second half of the
game had me on pins and needles. If you liked this game, also check out Darkness Within 1 & 2..
azzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz. First off: 4PM is not a game per se.
It's an experience, a story you are actively advancing in.

And as that, it does a good enough job for me.

I do recommend it, but only to those of you who are into this exact genre.
If you expect a game, don't buy it.
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Bohemia Interactive have such a bizarre, all-over-the-place catalogue you can never really tell what you're going to get.
Naturally they have the Arma series which is fantastic... they also published the UFO games which, back in the day, were great
X-Com clones which have since been surpassed by games like Xenonauts but aren't bad games.

Then there's trash like this. It comes off as an Eastern European teenager's first Unity game. The animation and controls are
awful. If the game moved even 15% faster it might be enjoyable but the pacing is sooooo slow. The very first mission has you
walking at a snails pace across boring, empty farmland fighting the same 3 zombies over and over and over... collecting coins
for... something? I haven't gotten far enough to use them.

The plot is laughable in a bad way. The jokes MOSTLY all fall flat. I did chuckle a few times but I think it was more because I
couldn't believe the line of dialogue was in a game. I played for about 30 minutes and honestly have no clue what the game is
about other than fighting zombies. I don't know who the main character is, where he's at, or why any of the game is happening.
A+ stuff.. among other things: multiple possible endings and interesting combat mechanics. I picked this up mainly because the
screenshots looked appealing, and I'm glad I did. It completely fulfills the promise of the screenshots. If you find the
screenshots appealing, you will probably like the game.

Basically it's a RTS/Tower Defense about fighting for territory against an ocean.
. The concept is very good. Old style football game. I like it! :)

Some changes you should make to make the game more exciting:

*Make it faster(more real), the players are really slow, specially with ball.
-Is really hard to dribble like this.
-Isn't fluid.
-When you shoot with LMB you should lose a bit of speed but not that much.
-When you just do a single click with RMB you shouldn't lose speed(maybe a bit but not like it is atm).

*Players shouldn't be like ghosts, would be better if we could block them.
-Would be nice to avoid slides and to get position, etc. Like it happens in real life.

*Asking the ball to the keeper. Avoiding random kicks to the mid all the time.

Not so important but also something you should care about:
*Design/Menu should be easier to understand, is very confusing. Explore others game, google about it, ask help to a designer.
-Make it simple.
-Make it more attractive.
-Make it easy to understand.

/For ex. I think that the design has no conection with the game it-self how it is. Those are small things that can make an huge
difference. /

-Chat is also confusing. Specially inside the game.

The game has an huge potential, so don't stop and keep developing your game.

It's nice to see so many people in the game.. dead, and unfinished. playable but soooo disappointing.. It's kind of hard and
frustrating at times, but in general it has some great mechanics which are used in a pretty neat way, with a mysterious plotline
(more of a story told than a plotline and stuff) and very cool looking artwork, giving it an overall mysterious and intersting
environment.
It's hard and frustrating, yes, and the difficulty between puzzles and levels sometimes was unbearable, I raged quit so many
times. But, in the end, it's a great game to spend time to and to just challenge yourself with puzzles every once in a while.
I don't know don't want to be an♥♥♥♥♥ but for me it wasn't a great game. But it absolutley doesn't mean that it's terrible. It's
actually very fun and challenging at times. It could have been better, but it's still fun and challenging.
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